
Chapter 9

Approximations to the Response of the
Stratification

We have already seen how we may generate the complete response of a
stratified medium, and we now turn our attention to the systematic construction of
approximations to this response, with the object of understanding, and modelling,
the features we have seen on the seismograms in Chapter 8. We will develop
these approximations by exploiting the physical character of the solution and a very
valuable tool will be the partial expansion of reverberation operators. The identity

[I − RABU RBCD ]−1 = I + RABU RBCD + RABU RBCD RABU RBCD [I − RABU RBCD ]−1, (9.1)

enables us to recognise the first internal multiple in ‘AC’, cf. (6.18), whilst retaining
an exact expression for the effect of the second and all higher multiples. Higher
order partial expansions may be obtained by recursive application of (9.1).

With an expansion of a representation of the full response we can identify the
major constituents of the wavefield and so gain physical insight into the character
of the propagation process. We can also devise techniques for extracting certain
portions of the response and use the remainder terms as indicators of the conditions
under which we may make such approximations. ForP-SV wave problems we
also have to consider the extent to which we can decouple theP and SV wave
propagation in generating approximations to the response. Generally strongP-SV
coupling occurs at the free surface and the core-mantle interface but significant
effects can be introduced by discontinuities or very rapid changes in elastic
parameters, e.g., at the Moho.

9.1 Surface reflections

We start by considering the expression (7.66) for the surface displacement
generated by a buried source, in which the free-surface reverberation effects are
represented explicitly

w0 = WF[I − R0LD RF]
−1σσσ(zS), (9.2)

with

σσσ(zS) = T0SU [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1[ΣΣΣU(zS) + RSLD ΣΣΣD(zS)]. (9.3)
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

We now make a partial expansion of the surface reflection operator out to the first
surface reflection to give

w0 = WF

{
I + R0LD RF + R0LD RFR

0L
D RF[I − R0LD RF]

−1
}
σσσ(zS), (9.4)

and examine the contributions separately.
The portion of the field which has undergone no surface reflection is then

0w0 = WFT
0S
U [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1[ΣΣΣU(zS) + RSLD ΣΣΣD(zS)], (9.5)

and this is just the displacement field we would expect if we had a uniform half
space lying inz < 0, with a correctionWF = mmmU0 + mmmD0RF to allow for
free-surface magnification effects.

Once we remove the free surface boundary condition we make a radical change
in the behaviour of the displacement representation as a function ofp andω. The
poles associated with the secular function det(I −R0LD RF) = 0 are no longer present
and there are now branch points at|p| = α−1

0 , |p| = β−1
0 associated with the

outward radiation condition atz = 0. The new secular function det(I −RSLD R0SU ) =

0 will only have roots on the top Riemann sheet when the structure contains a
significant wavespeed inversion. The poles will lie in the slowness rangeβ−1

0 <

p < β−1
min (assumingβL > β0), whereβmin is the minimum shear wavespeed in

the stratification.
The reverberation operator[I −RSLD R0SU ]−1 includes all internal multiples purely

within the stratification. If, therefore, we concentrate on the earliest arriving energy
and neglect any such delayed reverberatory effects between the regions above and
below the source we would take

0w0 ≈ WFT
0S
U [RSLD ΣΣΣD(zS) + ΣΣΣU(zS)], (9.6)

allowing for reflection beneath the source level. This portion of the response was
used by Kennett & Simons (1976) to calculate the onset of seismograms for a
source model of the 650 km deep earthquake of 1970 July 30 in Columbia.

When we consider the part of the response including free-surface reflections we
often wish to distinguish between waves which suffer their first reflection in the
neighbourhood of the source and those which have undergone reflection by the
structure beneath the source level before undergoing reflection at the surface. If we
allow for up to a single surface reflection, the surface displacement is given by

1w0 = WF(I + R0LD RF)σσσ(zS). (9.7)

The wavevectorσσσ is already partitioned at the source level and we may separate out
internal multiples in the stratification by writing

σσσ(zS) = T0SU
{

I + RSLD R0SU [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1
}

(RSLD ΣΣΣ
S
D + ΣΣΣSU) (9.8)
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9.1 Surface reflections

where for brevity we have written e.g.ΣΣΣSD for ΣΣΣD(zS). We can also split the
reflection matrix at the source level by using the addition rule (6.3) and then make
a comparable expansion to (9.8) to give

R0LD = R0SD + T0SU RSLD T0SD + T0SU RSLD R0SU [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1RSLD T0SD . (9.9)

We now insert (9.8), (9.9) into the approximate surface displacement representation
(9.7) and concentrate on those parts of the wavefield which have not undergone any
internal multiples in the stratification. Thus

1w0 = WF

{
T0SU ΣΣΣ

S
U + T0SU RSLD (ΣΣΣSD + T0SD RFT

0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U)

+T0SU RSLD T0SD RFT
0S
U RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D

+R0SD RFT
0S
U (RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D + ΣΣΣSU) + Remainder

}
. (9.10)

The remainder takes account of all contributions with internal multiples of the type
RSLD R0SU . The nature of the entries in (9.9) is indicated schematically in figure 9.1.

Direct upward propagation is represented byT0SU ΣΣΣ
S
U and that part of the energy

which initially departed downward from the source, but which has been reflected
back from beneath the source level, appears inT0SU RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D. The combination

T0SU (RSLD ΣΣΣ
S
D + ΣΣΣSU) will therefore represent the mainP and S wave arrivals and

will allow for the possibility of conversions beneath the source level throughRSLD .
The term

T0SU RSLD T0SD RFT
0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U (9.11)

represents energy which initially was radiated upwards, but which has been
reflected at the free surface before reflection beneath the source. In teleseismic
work this term represents the surface reflected phasespP, sPandsS, pSgenerated
near the source (figure 9.1a). As we have noted above,P to S conversion can be
quite efficient at the free surface so that the off-diagonal terms inRF are often
important. The converted phasessP, pScan be quite large and have a significant
influence on the character of the seismograms (cf. figure 8.11). The combined term

T0SU RSLD (ΣΣΣSD + T0SD RFT
0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U) (9.12)

represents all the energy which has been returned once from beneath the level of the
source. The combination(ΣΣΣSD+ T0SD RFT

0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U) will appear as an equivalent source

term for downward radiation and this forms the basis of the approximate technique
for long-range propagation described by Langston & Helmberger (1975).

In reflection seismic work thepP reflection appears as the surface ‘ghost’
reflection associated with a shallowly buried source. The effective source waveform
for reflection from deep horizons is provided by the interference of the downward
radiation and the surface reflection in(ΣΣΣSD + T0SD RFT

0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U). It is frequently

assumed that the effective waveform may be evaluated atp = 0 and does not vary
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

Figure 9.1. Illustration of the contributions to the response appearing in equation (9.9):
a) DirectP,Sand surface reflected phasespP, sP, pS, sS; b) Double reflection beneath the
sourcePP, PS, SP, SS; c) Reverberations near the receiver.

with the incident angle on a reflector. A more accurate representation is obtained
by allowing for the full slowness dependence of the interference.

A further class of surface reflections arises from waves which departed
downwards from the source;

T0SU RSLD T0SD RFT
0S
U RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D (9.13)

represents energy which has been reflected back twice from below the level of the
source (figure 9.1b). The first part is similar to straightP or Spropagation, and then
on reflection we getPP, SSand with conversionPS, SP. In long-range propagation
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9.1 Surface reflections

the major contribution to the response will arise from nearly the same level on the
two sides of the surface reflection point.

In reflection seismology we are interested in the total contribution to
surface-generated multiple reflections and so have to include the effect of the
‘ghost’ reflection as well. The first surface multiples are therefore generated by

T0SU RSLD T0SD RFT
0S
U RSLD (ΣΣΣSD + T0SD RFT

0S
U ΣΣΣ

S
U), (9.14)

and now there is rarely any symmetry in the reflection process. Surface-generated
multiples are of particular importance in areas with shallow water cover or low
velocity material near the surface because they tend to obscure the reflected arrivals
of interest (see figure 8.2). Considerable effort has therefore been devoted to
methods designed to eliminate such reflections from observed records and in
following sections we will discuss the theoretical basis of such methods.

The last class of contributions which appear in (9.10) are governed by
R0SD RFT

0S
U (RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D + ΣΣΣSU), and arise from the beginning of a reverberation

sequence, near the receiver, between the free surface and the layering above
the source (figure 9.1c). The higher terms arise from the reverberation operator
[I − R0SD RF]

−1. This is most easily seen from the expressions (7.41), (7.46) for the
surface displacement; the matrixWfS

U which generates displacement at the surface
from an upgoing wave at the source level includes this shallow reverberation
operator.

9.1.1 Surface multiples

At moderate to large ranges from a source, free-surface reflections play an
important role in determining the shape of theP and S waveforms due to the
interference of the direct and reflected phases. The surface waves also owe their
existence to the interaction of waves which have been reflected many times from
the surface.

At short ranges the presence of the highly reflecting free surface is of major
importance in determining the character of the entire seismogram. Waves which
have been reflected at the surface and back from the stratification are important
for both recordings of near earthquakes and reflection seismology. The profound
effect of such multiples is well illustrated by theoretical seismograms for the full
response (9.2) of an elastic model and approximate calculations neglecting any
free-surface reflections using (9.5). The elastic wavespeed distributions and density
for the very simple model we have used are illustrated in figure 9.2. We have taken
Q−1
α = 0.001 andQ−1

β = 0.002 in all layers, these values are too small to be
realistic but help to avoid aliasing problems in time. For both calculations the
source was an explosion at 10 m depth and a frequency band from 5 to 75 Hz has
been constructed using a spectral approach (as in Section 7.3.3) and we present the
vertical component traces in figure 9.3.

In the absence of surface reflections (figure 9.3a) the principal events areP wave
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

Figure 9.2. Sedimentary structure used for the calculations in figure 9.3.

reflections from the interfaces and the reflection times at vertical incidence are
indicated by solid triangles. The model parameters are such thatP to Sconversion
is quite efficient at the first interface and there are a number of reflected events
associated with such conversions for which the amplitude increases away from the
closest traces. The most important conversions correspond toS wave reflections
from the second or deeper interfaces with eitherPorSupward legs in the shallowest
layer. Even though there are no extreme contrasts in elastic parameters across the
interfaces in this model, internal multiples between interfaces are important and
complicate the reflection pattern. For the shallowest interface the array of receivers
extends beyond the critical distance and a clear head wave is seen to emerge from
the first interface reflection and to overtake the direct wave.

When all surface reflections are included (figure 9.3b) we obtain the previous set
of reflections, and in addition all their surface multiples, which leads to a rather
complex pattern. The first surface multiples of theP reflections are very clear
and their vertical reflection times are indicated by open triangles. The apparent
waveform of the primary reflection is now modified by the interference of initially
downward propagating waves with the surface reflected ‘ghosts’ and is of longer
duration than before. A new feature is the prominent ground-roll with high group
slowness which cuts across the reflected phases. This is preceded by a weakS
wave generated by surface conversion of the directP wave andS reflection at the
first interface. The shallow explosion gives significant excitation of fundamental
mode Rayleigh waves which are the main component of the ground-roll; there is
much weaker excitation of higher modes. Normal field procedures are designed to
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9.1 Surface reflections

Figure 9.3. Theoretical seismograms for the sedimentary structure illustrated in figure 9.2.
The vertical component of velocity is illustrated and a linear gain in time and distance has
been applied: a) no free surface reflections, but all internal multiples and conversions; b)
all free surface multiples and surface waves.
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

eliminate the ground-roll by using arrays of geophones at each receiver point. The
surface waves are, however, often seen on noise spreads or where single geophone
recording has been used (figure 1.3). The dispersion of the surface wave modes
is most sensitive to the shallowS wave structure (see Chapter 11) and can itself
provide valuable structural information.

For interpretation of seismic reflection records it is desirable that only simple
P wave returns from each reflector should be displayed and considerable efforts
have therefore been expended on trying to remove all other wave phenomena. The
most important of these is, as we have seen, the effect of the free surface, and it is
interesting to see how surface multiples could be removed with ideal data.

We will consider surface receivers and specialise to a surface source. In this
case the full response of the half space in the frequency-slowness domain may be
expressed as

w0 = WF[I − R0LD RF]
−1(ΣΣΣ0U + R0LD ΣΣΣ

0
D), (9.15)

whereΣΣΣ0U, ΣΣΣ0D are the up and downgoing wave components which would be
produced by the source embedded in a uniform medium with the surface properties.
We can recast (9.15) in a form which accentuates the portion of the field which is
reflected back by the stratification:

w0 = WF[I − R0LD RF]
−1R0LD {ΣΣΣ0D + RFΣΣΣ

0
U} + WFΣΣΣ

0
U. (9.16)

Here{ΣΣΣ0D + RFΣΣΣ
0
U} represents the effective downward radiation from the source in

the presence of the free surface.
The part of the seismic field which has not undergone any surface reflections is

0w0 = WFR
0L
D {ΣΣΣ0D + RFΣΣΣ

0
U} + WFΣΣΣ

0
U. (9.17)

The portion which is of interest in reflection work is therefore, for a specified
source, dependent on the matrixWFR

0L
D . We see from figure 9.3a that for small

offsets the dominant contribution will come from thePP component ofR0LD . If
therefore we can recoverR0LD from the full responsew0 we could remove all
surface reflections by constructing (9.12).

In terms of the operator

YYY = [I − R0LD RF]
−1R0LD , (9.18)

the full responsew0 takes the form,

w0 = WFYYY{ΣΣΣ0D + RFΣΣΣ
0
U} + WFΣΣΣ

0
U; (9.19)

and the downward reflection matrixR0LD can be recovered from

R0LD = YYY[I + RFYYY]−1. (9.20)

Is it therefore possible to recoverYYY from (9.13)? SinceYYY is a2×2matrix we would
need two distinct vector equations of the form (9.19) to findYYY, i.e. two experiments
with recordings of both vertical and horizontal components for different sources.
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9.1 Surface reflections

This result parallels the work of Kennett (1979b) who worked with expressions
based on the equivalent stress and displacement source elements at the surface
(7.16). From vertical component seismograms we may estimate thePP component
of YYY, allowing for the effect of shear at the surface throughWUP

F but neglecting
conversion at depth. ThePP element ofR0LD is then given approximately by

RPPD ≈ YPP/[1+ RPPF Y
PP]. (9.21)

Kennett (1979b) has shown that such a scheme gives good results for theoretical
records at small offsets from the source. With field recordings a major difficulty
is to get an adequate representation of the seismograms in the frequency-slowness
domain (see, e.g., Henry, Orcutt & Parker, 1980).

We may extend this treatment to buried sources by making use ofequivalent
sources. In (7.7) we have introduced an equivalent stress-displacement jump at the
surface via a propagator from the source depth to the surface. We can do the same
with the wavevector jump with the aid of the wave-propagator

ΣΣΣ0 = Q(0, zS)ΣΣΣ
S. (9.22)

From (5.45) we can express the wave-propagator in terms of the reflection and
transmission properties of the region between the source and the surface, and so,
using (4.66),

ΣΣΣ0D = (T0SD )−1(ΣΣΣSD + R0SU ΣΣΣ
S
U),

ΣΣΣ0U = T0SU ΣΣΣ
S
U + R0SD ΣΣΣ

0
D,

(9.23)

and if we construct the combination of equivalent source termsσσσ(0+) we have

R0LD ΣΣΣ
0
D + ΣΣΣ0U = T0SU [I − RSLD R0SU ]−1[ΣΣΣSU + RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D], (9.24)

which is just the originalσσσ(zS) and so the surface displacement is the same. If
we know the elastic properties down to the source levelzS we can findΣΣΣ0U, ΣΣΣ0D
from (9.23) and then proceed as before. The term(T0SD )−1 in (9.23) represents the
advance in time and amplitude gain needed to be able to describe downgoing waves
starting at the true origin time at the source levelzS, via a surface source.

9.1.2 Alternative approach for surface reflections

We have so far made use of representations of the seismic response which display
the free surface reflection matrixRF explicitly (7.66), but as we have seen in
Chapter 7 we have the alternative form (7.41), (7.46)

w0 = WfS
U [I − RSLD RfSU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D). (9.25)

The operatorWfS
U generates surface displacement from upgoing waves at the source

levelzS (6.11)

WfS
U = WF[I − R0SD RF]

−1T0SU . (9.26)
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

We may now rearrange (9.25) to isolate the effect of the direct upgoing waves
(WfS

U ΣΣΣ
S
U), and to emphasise the role of reflection above the source level

w0 = WfS
U [I − RSLD RfSU ]−1RSLD {ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U} + WfS

U ΣΣΣ
S
U. (9.27)

The combination{ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ
S
U} models the direct downward radiation from the

source and all waves turned back by the structure or the free surface above the
source. In the previous discussion of thepP phase we have only allowed for
transmission in the passage of waves between the source and the surface. When,
however, there is significant structure above the sourceRfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U provides a better

representation of the reflected phases. An important case is for earthquakes which
occur just below the Moho, for which reflections from the Moho immediately
follow the directP andS waves. For suboceanic earthquakes the reflection from
the water/rock interface (sometimes designatedpwP) can approach the size of the
reflection from the sea surface.

9.2 Split stratification

As we have already noted it is very common for there to be a near-surface
zone of low wavespeeds, and this feature occurs on a wide range of scales. In
reflection work this region would be the weathered zone, and in crustal studies the
sedimentary layers. For seismic studies of the ocean floor, the ocean itself acts as a
low velocity waveguide. When attention is focussed on seismic wave propagation
in the mantle or core, the entire crust appears to be a zone of low wavespeeds.

Often we would like to separate wave propagation effects in this shallow region
from the waves which penetrate more deeply. In order to do this we introduce a
levelzJ at which we split the stratification, and this will normally be taken close to
the base of the surface zone.

We can obtain very useful results for the displacement field by making use of
the device ofequivalentsources. We move the source effects from the true source
level zS, to the separation levelzJ and then use the equivalent source terms in our
previous expressions for the seismic response.

The equivalent stress-displacement jumpS(zJ) atz = zJ is obtained fromS(zS),
the representation of the original source, by the action of the propagator fromzS to
zJ.

S(zj) = P(zJ, zS)S(zS). (9.28)

This equivalent source will give the same effective seismic radiation as the original.
As in the surface case, we can also introduce an equivalent wavevector jumpΣΣΣJ at
zJ which is related toΣΣΣS by the wave-propagator fromzS to zJ

ΣΣΣJ = Q(zJ, zS)ΣΣΣ
S. (9.29)

We will discuss first the case when the source lies in the low wave speed zone i.e.
zS < zJ. The wave-propagator can then be related to the reflection and transmission
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9.2 Split stratification

properties of the region betweenzS andzJ using (5.46). The upward and downward
radiation components atzJ are therefore

ΣΣΣJU = [TSJU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSJDΣΣΣ
S
D),

ΣΣΣJD = TSJDΣΣΣ
S
D + RSJU [TSJU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSJDΣΣΣ

S
D).

(9.30)

The contribution[TSJU ]−1 arises because we are attempting to move upgoing waves
back along their propagation path. However, the expressionCJD = {ΣΣΣJD + RfJUΣΣΣ

J
U}

corresponding to the net downward radiation at the levelzJ is free of such terms,

CJD = ΣΣΣJD + RfJUΣΣΣ
J
U,

= TSJD [I − RfSURSJD ]−1{ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ
S
U}. (9.31)

The right hand side of (9.31) can be recognised as the total downward radiation
at the levelzJ produced by a source at the levelzS; this expression allows for
reverberation between the surface andzJ, in the neighbourhood of the source.

We will now use these equivalent source expressions in the representation (9.27)
for the seismic response

w0 = WfJ
U[I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLD {ΣΣΣJD + RfJUΣΣΣ

J
U} + WfJ

UΣΣΣ
J
U. (9.32)

The ‘upward radiation’ term

WfJ
UΣΣΣ

J
U = WfS

U [I − RSJDRfSU ]−1TSJU [TSJU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSJDΣΣΣ
S
D), (9.33)

where we have used the expansion (6.11) forWfJ
U and so

WfJ
UΣΣΣ

J
U = WfS

U [I − RSJDRfSU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSJDΣΣΣ
S
D). (9.34)

We recognise this to be just the response of the stratified half space, truncated at the
level zJ, to a source atzS. The expression (9.34) therefore describes waves whose
propagation is confined to the region of low wavespeeds.

The remaining contribution to the displacement takes the form

WfJ
U[I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLDCJD, (9.35)

and includes all propagation effects below the separation levelzJ through the
reflection matrixRJLD . The whole half space reverberation operator appears in
(9.35) and near-receiver interactions in the low wavespeed zone are contained in
WfJ
U.
The expression (9.32) for the seismic displacements is valid for an arbitrary level

zJ below the source levelzS, and so we may use it to understand the approximations
involved when we consider only a limited portion of an Earth model. For a
structure terminated atzJ the entire response is contained inWfJ

UΣΣΣ
J
U (9.34) and

the contribution (9.35) can be thought of as the error term corresponding to the
neglect of deeper parts of the model. This remainder contains the secular operator
for the shallow part through the source and receiver termsCJD, WfJ

U. The neglected
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Approximations to the Response of the Stratification

reflections from depth appear inRJLD and these couple into the shallower structure
through the reverberation operator from the surface down tozL. In general the
truncated structure will provide an adequate approximation for small ranges, and at
long-range may be used to describe certain features of the full response.

9.2.1 Propagation in the upper zone

We have just seen that by choosing a separation levelzJ in the half space we can
isolate the portion of the response which is confined to the region between the
surface andzJ.

The choice ofzJ is therefore crucial in defining the particular seismic phases
which are well represented byWfJ

UΣΣΣ
J
U (9.34). This contribution

shw0 = WfS
U [I − RSJDRfSU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSJDΣΣΣ

S
D), (9.36)

gives a full representation of all reverberations in the region betweenzJ and the free
surface.

For seismic studies of the ocean floor, a choice ofzJ just below the surface of the
seismic basement will give an excellent description of the water wavetrain. In this
caseshw0 will describe propagation in the water column itself, the effects of the
marine sediments and the main sub-bottom reflection from the sediment/basement
transition. The uniform half space below this interface will allow for radiation loss
from the acoustic field in the water into bothP andSwaves. Within the water we
have onlyP waves, but in the sediments and below we must allow for shear wave
conversion effects. The reflection matrix for the composite region ‘SJ’, including
both fluid and solid zones, can be constructed by the usual recursion scheme, as
discussed in the appendix to Chapter 6. The waves returned by the oceanic crust
itself will be described by the deeper contribution (9.35).

For continental areas with extensive sediment cover we would choosezJ to lie
just below the base of the sediments and then we may isolate all phases which are
confined to the sediments inshw0 or are reflected from it.

In studies of the earth’s mantle, the choice of separation level is less obvious. It is
tempting to takezJ just below the crust-mantle interface and so model phases which
are trapped in the crust alone, principallyPg, Lg andPL (see figures 8.4–8.7). This
is basically the approach taken by Helmberger & Engen (1980) who have modelled
long-periodP wave-propagation in a simple crust out to regional distances (1500
km). In this case thePn arrival is represented by a head wave on the crust-mantle
interface and multiple reverberations in the crust give a complex coda in which
the proportion ofSVwave motion increases with time. However, this choice ofzJ
leads to neglect of sub-Moho velocity gradients on thePn arrivals and also of the
influence of any mantle wavespeed inversion. At long-periods the wavelengths are
sufficiently large that aP wave with an apparent turning point some way above the
inversion will lose energy by tunnelling through the intervening evanescent region
(figure 9.4).
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9.2 Split stratification

For a full description of crustal and subcrustal phases a convenient location for
zJ is at about 200 km; which for most continental models, at least, is below any
wavespeed inversion and about the level of a change in the velocity gradients in the
mantle. This zone includes nearly all the reverberative features in the entire Earth
model and allows interactions between the crust and the wavespeed inversion to
be modelled. As we shall see in Chapter 11, such effects have a strong influence
on moderate frequency (∼ 0.2 Hz) surface wave propagation. For high frequency
waves the immediate sub-Moho wavespeed gradients determine the character of
the Pn and Sn arrivals. Even a slight positive gradient induced by sphericity is
sufficient to produce an ‘interference’ head wave (Červeńy & Ravindra, 1975)
in which multiple reflections from the gradients constructively interfere to give a
larger arrival than can occur with a uniform half space (figure 9.5).

This type of propagation has been investigated by Menke & Richards (1980)
who term the components of the interference head wave ‘whispering gallery’
phases. In the reflection matrix representation, if conversion below the Moho can
be neglected, these contributions arise from the infinite expansion of theP wave
reflection coefficient just above the Moho:

RD(zM−) = RMD + TMU RMJD [I − RMU RMJD ]−1TMD ,

= RMD + TMU RMJD TMD + TMU RMJD RMU RMJD TMD + ... . (9.37)

whereRMD etc. are the interface matrices at the Moho, andRMJD is the reflection
matrix for the sub-Moho zone. The principal contribution will normally come from
TMU RMJD TMD . At short ranges the geometrical picture for theP wave portion is a ray

Figure 9.4. Illustration of the effect of a thin lid over a velocity inversion: low frequency
energy tunnels through the inversion and is turned back by the deeper structure, whilst the
high frequencies are reflected by the lid or propagate within it.
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Figure 9.5. Illustration of the formation of an interference head wave.

turned back by the sub-Moho velocity gradients; this is the behaviour shown by the
high frequencies, but there is a progressive loss of high frequencies by tunnelling
into the wavespeed inversion. At large ranges theP turning point forTMU RMJD TMD
drops to below the wavespeed inversion and this contribution toPn is lost. Low
wavespeed gradients favour the development of the interference head wave to large
ranges.

The reverberation operator representation in (9.37) is much more convenient than
the expansion for computational purposes since the full interference effects are
retained.

The sub-Moho structure has a significant effect on short-period crustal
reverberations. Menke & Richards have pointed out that crustal reverberations are
enhanced at large ranges for models with high sub-Moho gradients.

A similar system can be excited at large ranges by an incidentSVwave at the base
of the crust, arising from the presence of the contributionWfJ

URJLDTSJDΣΣΣ
S
D in the full

response. For slownesses such thatSwaves propagate in the crust and mantle, but
P waves have turning points in the sub-Moho gradients, we can get an interference
head wave forP generated by conversion at the Moho. This wave will be coupled
into bothP andS wave reverberations in the crust to give the shear-coupledPL

waves (figure 8.14) following the mainSV arrivals (see, e.g., Poupinet & Wright
1972). TheSVpulse will be preceded by a conversion toP on transmission through
the Moho.

9.2.2 Deeper propagation

For a source in the upper zone above the the separation levelzJ the portion of the
displacement response which involves propagation in the region belowzJ is given
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9.2 Split stratification

by (9.27) and with the expanded forms forCJD (9.24) andWfJ
U (6.12) we have

dw0 = WF[I − R0JDRF]
−1T0JU

×[I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLD
×TSJD [I − RfSURSJD ]−1{ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U}. (9.38)

This representation allows for reverberations in the upper zone near the source
through[I −RfSURSJD ]−1 and similar effects near the receiver through[I −R0JDRF]

−1.
For a surface source these reverberation operators take on a symmetric form.

In reflection studies, multiples of deep seated reflections (inRJLD ) generated by
reflection between the free surface and high contrast interfaces near the surface are
of considerable importance. Such multiples can be particularly strong for reflection
profiles conducted in shallow shelf seas. The strength of these effects depends on
the reflectivity of the sea bed which can be as high as 0.4 at normal incidence.
The automatic gain applied to most reflection displays acts to compensate for the
multiple reflection losses and so multiples dominate giving a ‘singing’ record.
Some success has been achieved with predictive convolution operators (Peacock
& Treitel, 1969), which rely on the relative statistical randomness of the reflection
elements inRJLD (with zJ just below sea bed), compared to the organised multiple
train. If a good model exists for the sea bed structure, or if the reflection from the
sea bed can be isolated, the reflection coefficientR0JD(p,ω) can be estimated. Then,
in favourable circumstances, it is possible to use the operator[I + R0JD(p,ω)] twice
on the acoustic wavefield in the slowness-frequency domain, to suppress most of
the near-surface multiples.

In regions of deep weathering on land, multiples in the weathered zone can also
be important but here with only vertical component records it is more difficult to
achieve multiple suppression.

Even when the shallow multiples are eliminated, the deep reflections are
entangled in the combination

[I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLD , (9.39)

which represents the surface-generated multiples of the deep reflections. This is in
the same form as the quantityYYY introduced in (9.18) and the analysis is very similar
to the previous case.

The expressiondw0 (9.35) for the displacement includes the reverberation
operator for the whole half space through the contribution (9.39) but often we
wish to restrict attention to a single reflection from beneathzJ. We may do this
by making a partial expansion of (9.39)

RJLD + [I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLDRfJURJLD , (9.40)

and then retain only the first term. The resulting approximation for the
displacement response is
dew0 = WfJ

URJLDCJD; (9.41)
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which separates very neatly into near-source and near-receiver contributions and
the return from depth inRJLD . The remaining part ofdw0,

WfJ
U[I − RJLDRfJU]−1RJLDRfJURJLDCJD, (9.42)

represents that portion of the wavefield which has undergone one or more
reflections in the region betweenzJ and the free surface as well as reflection below
zJ.

The approximationdew0 may be employed in a wide variety of problems where
the elastic wavespeeds increase rapidly with depth so that there is a large time
separation between deeply penetrating waves and those confined to the upper zone
and also any surface reflections of deep phases. This form with various further
approximations forWfJ

U, CJD, RJLD is the basis of most work on relatively long-range
seismic wave propagation.

The use ofdew0 requires an adroit choice of the levelzJ at which the half space
is separated, so that the mutual interaction is kept to a minimum. In some cases
a natural break point in the structure occurs, as we have seen in our discussion of
shallow propagation, but usually some compromises have to be made. For mantle
studies, as we have noted, a good choice is at about 200 km. However, for many
teleseismic studies where attention has been focussed on crustal effects at source
and receiver,zJ is taken just below Moho.

For slownesses such thatP or S waves have their turning points above 800
km or near the core-mantle boundary, the complications in the elastic parameter
distribution are such that it is worthwhile trying to get a good representation forRJLD
or some of its elements. This has been the goal of many authors (e.g., Helmberger &
Wiggins, 1971; Cormier & Choy, 1981; Choy, 1977; Müller, 1973) who have used a
variety of techniques to generate theoretical seismograms which will be discussed
in subsequent sections. Very simple approximations have usually been used for
WfJ
U, CJD. Frequently the response is constructed from just the direct transmission

term WFT
0J
U at the receiver, and at the source only the downward radiation term,

including surface reflections, to give

WFT
0J
URJLD (ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U) (9.43)

as an approximation todew0.
On the other hand for turning points in the lower mantle below 800 km, but well

away from the core-mantle boundary, the effect of mantle propagation is relatively
simple and crustal effects at source and receiver become rather more important for
frequencies around 1 Hz. For example Douglas, Hudson & Blamey (1973) have
used the approximationdew0 with full calculation of source and receiver crustal
reverberations, to calculate body waves from shallow sources. They have made
a simple allowance for lateral variations in crustal structure, by taking different
crustal parameters on the source side and the receiver side. This scheme provides
a good model forP wave arrivals in the range 3500 to 9500 km, for which a
good approximation toR0LD may be obtained with asymptotic ray theory results.
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9.2 Split stratification

Improved representations ofRJLD to allow for upper mantle structure, using a
piecewise smooth medium as in Section 6.3, enable the approximationdew0 to
be used from epicentral distances of 1200 km outwards.

9.2.3 Sources at depth

For a source which liesbelow the separation levelzJ which we have imposed on
the stratification, we may once again make use of the device of equivalent sources
at the levelzJ to produce a convenient form for the seismic response. SincezJ
now lies abovezS we use the partitioned form (5.45) for the wave-propagator in
the relation (9.22) which defines the source jumpΣΣΣJ. The upward and downward
radiation components atzJ are thus

ΣΣΣJD = (TJSD )−1(ΣΣΣSD + RJSDΣΣΣ
S
U),

ΣΣΣJU = TJSUΣΣΣ
S
U + RJSUΣΣΣ

J
D.

(9.44)

The net upward radiationCJU atzJ, allowing for reflection from belowzJ, now has
the equivalent representations

CJU = ΣΣΣJU + RJLDΣΣΣ
J
D,

= TJSU [I − RSLD RJSU ]−1(ΣΣΣSU + RSLD ΣΣΣ
S
D). (9.45)

The latter expression includes the full interactions of the waves from the source
with the region below the separation levelzJ. We may emphasise reflections at this
level by writing

CJU = TJSU {[I − RSLD RJSU ]−1RSLD (ΣΣΣSD + RJSUΣΣΣ
S
U) + ΣΣΣSU}. (9.46)

The surface displacement field in this case can be found from (9.25) as

w0 = WfJ
U[I − RJLDRfJU]−1CJU. (9.47)

and there is no simple separation of a shallow propagation term in this case.
The reverberative effects of the upper zone0 < z < zJ are contained within

the receiver operatorWfJ
U. Energy is brought into the surface channel by waves

travelling upward from the true source level, either directly or after reflection
from beneath the source. The most important contributions for body waves are
represented by

WF[I − R0JDRF]
−1T0JUTJSU {ΣΣΣSU + RSLD [ΣΣΣSD + RJSUΣΣΣ

S
U]}, (9.48)

where we have allowed for at most one reflection from the region betweenzS andzJ
in our approximation toCJU (9.40). When we are interested in propagation effects
in the upper zone we choose the separation levelzJ in the way we have previously
discussed.

For a suboceanic earthquake withzJ taken at the basement, the main
tsunamigenic effect of the event is described byWfJ

UTJSUΣΣΣ
S
U which represents the
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upward radiation into the water column; there may also be some contribution
from waves reflected back from just below the source level contained within
WfJ
UTJSURSLD ΣΣΣ

S
D.

Crustal propagation effects can be important for earthquakes which occur just
below the Moho.RJSU will then mostly arise from reflections at the Moho. High
angle reverberations within the crust will be possible, but as the slowness increases
to the inverse wavespeeds at the source level, the crustal field for that wave type
will become evanescent in the crust, and as a result reverberations will be damped.
The most noticeable effects will therefore occur close to the source and become
less pronounced as the range increases. On a smaller scale there will be a similar
pattern of behaviour for events occurring below sedimentary cover.

For propagation deep into the stratification we can emphasise the physical
character of the solution by taking a slightly different choice of separation level
zJ. The surface displacement field (9.47)

w0 = WfJ
U(I − RJLDRfJU)−1CJU (9.49)

allows for both shallow and deep reverberations. Now the displacement operator

WfJ
U = WF(I − R0JDRF)

−1T0JU , (9.50)

and with an expansion ofRfJU to emphasise surface reflections

RJLDRfJU = RJLD {R0JU + T0JDRF(I − R0JDRF)
−1T0JU . (9.51)

If, therefore, we can choose the separation levelzJ such thatR0JD , R0JU are small, we
can get a good approximation by allowing for only transmission effects in ‘0J’:

WfJ
U ≈ WFT

0J
U ,

(I − RJLDRfJU)−1 ≈ (I − RJLDT0JDRFT
0J
U )−1.

(9.52)

Such a split is possible in oceanic regions if we now takezJ to lie just above
the sea floor. For slownesses appropriate to seismic wave-propagation in the
sub-basement rocks, the reflection from the water column will be very slight and the
sound speed structure can be approximated by a uniform medium withPwavespeed
α0 and thicknessh0. The secular function for the oceanic case is therefore, from
(9.52),

1+ RJLD |PPe2iωqα0h0 = 0, (9.53)

which represents a constructive interference condition between waves reflected
back from the sea surface and the rocks beneath the sea floor. We may use the
addition rule to expressRJLD in terms of the reflection properties of the sea bedRBD
etc. and the deeper reflection responseRBLD as

RJLD = RBD + TBURBLD [I − RBURBLD ]−1TBD, (9.54)

where, as discussed in the appendix to Chapter 6, we work with2 × 2 matrices
throughout, butRJLD will have only aPP entry.
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The effect of the low wavespeed water layer is, in this approximation, to produce
just a phase delay and no amplitude change. However a further consequence of this
choice ofzJ is that, seen from below there will be strong reflections back from the
region between the source andzJ. Thus the elements ofRJSU will be significant,
especially forS waves for which there will be only small radiation loss into the
water by conversion toP near the sea bed. For long-range propagation through the
oceanic crust and mantle an important role is therefore played by the contribution

[I − RSLD RJSU ]−1RSLD {ΣΣΣSD + RJSUΣΣΣ
S
U}, (9.55)

within CJU (9.47). This represents a guided wave system controlled by the oceanic
crust and mantle structure with further reinforcement by multiple reflections within
the water column. With slow lateral changes in structure, such a system can explain
the persistence of high frequency oceanicPnandSnto large ranges. The excitation
of these phases depends strongly on source depth and the details of the crustal and
mantle structure.

For sources in the mantle we may make a similar split just above the Moho, and
for low frequencies the crust will appear relatively transparent. We therefore have
the approximate secular function

det[I − RD(zM−)T0MD RFT
0M
U ], (9.56)

and so the dispersion characteristics are dominated by the mantle structure at low
frequencies (see Chapter 11). The interference head wave system we have already
mentioned is an analogue of the wave channelling in the oceanic case, and other
sub-Moho reflections will contribute to theP andSwave codas.

9.3 Approximate integration techniques

In the two previous sections we have established a number of useful approximations
to the displacement response of a stratified half space in the slowness-frequency
domain. We now examine ways in which these approximations can be used to
generate theoretical seismograms for specific portions of the body wave response.

The methods which will be discussed here aim to produce as complete a
representation as possible for a seismic phase or group of phases, and so involve
numerical integration over frequency and slowness with the integrand specified in
terms of reflection and transmission elements for parts of the stratification. The
approximation to the response or the interval of slowness integration will be such
that we encounter no difficulties from surface wave poles. The synthesis of surface
wavetrains and their relationship to body wave pulses is presented in Chapter 11.

An alternative approximate approach for body waves is presented in Chapter 10,
where we will discussgeneralized raymethods. These rely on casting a portion
of the seismic response as a sum of contributions with a particular separation of
frequency and slowness dependence, which allows the inversion integrals to be
performed, in part, analytically.
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9.3.1 Reflectivity methods

The approach we have adopted in this book for the characterisation of the response
of a stratified medium to excitation by a source has been to work in terms of
the reflection and transmission properties of portions of the stratification. As a
result, the techniques we have discussed for the generation of complete theoretical
seismograms can be regarded as ‘reflectivity’ methods.

The name was, however, introduced by Fuchs & Müller (1971) to describe a
technique in which all multiple reflections and conversions between wave types
were retained in part of the structure. The stratification was split at a levelzJ as
in our treatment in Section 9.2, and attention was concentrated on just those waves
reflected back from the region beneathzJ. The approximation employed by Fuchs
& M üller may be derived from our expression fordew0 (9.41) by retaining only
the downward radiation from the source and working with just transmission terms
in the region abovezJ. This eliminates any reverberatory effects in the receiver and
source operatorsWfJ

U, CJD and leads to the approximate form

rew0 = WFT
0J
URJLDTSJDΣΣΣ

S
D. (9.57)

In the original treatment further approximations were made to allow only for
direct interfacial transmission losses, and a singleP wave component ofRJLD was
included. ThePP reflection coefficient for the regionz ≥ zJ was constructed
by propagator matrix methods for a stack of uniform layers, which allowed for
all multiples in (zJ, zL). Later Fuchs (1975) allowed forP to S conversions on
reflection from the region ‘JL’.

The representation (9.57) is once again in the slowness-frequency domain and to
generate theoretical seismograms at particular stations we must perform integrals
over slowness and frequency. We have considered this problem for the full response
in Section 7.3 and suitable techniques parallel those we have already discussed.

Since free-surface effects have been removed, there are no surface wave poles
but there will be branch points at theP andSwaveslownesses at the surface, source
level, and the top and bottom of the reflection zone ‘JL’. The absence of poles
means that aspectralmethod with integration along the realp axis as in (7.75) or
(7.77) with the approximationrew0 instead of the the full vector will be suitable.
The numerical integral has the form

ū(r, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|M(ω)

∫∞
−∞ dpp[rew0]

TTTT(1)
m (ωpr), (9.58)

where we have extracted a common source spectrumM(ω). Once the
computational labour of generating the approximation tow0 has been completed,
calculations may be made for many ranges for only the cost of performing the
integrations. Once again, however, there is the problem of computing the integral
of a highly oscillatory integrand which limits the achievable range for a given
frequency band. The properties of the integrand will, however, be improved slightly
if physical attenuation is included in the velocity model.
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The integral (9.58) represents a convolution of the source-time function with
the reflectivity response function for the stratification. In practice we will impose
some upper limit on the frequency in (9.58) so that we get a filtered version of
the response. In (9.45) we have represented the seismogram spectrum in terms of
outgoing wave components and to isolate particular features in the response the
integration is restricted to a band of slownesses

ū(r, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|M(ω)

∫p2

p1

dpp[rew0]
TTTT(1)
m (ωpr), (9.59)

For example, if we consider theP wave response at large distances, we do not
anticipate that there should be a large response from reverberations at near vertical
incidence. We would therefore choosep1 to be about 0.025 s/km and takep2 to be
larger than1/αJ, whereαJ is theP wavespeed just above the reflection zone. This
allows for weakly evanescent waves in the upper zone which may have a significant
amplitude (especially at low frequencies) but excludes strongly evanescent waves.
When calculations are to be made at short ranges we would choosep1 = 0, and
adopt the ‘standing wave’ form of the integral (9.59) in terms ofTTTm(ωpr), cf.
(7.75).

Injudicious choice of the integration interval can give quite large numerical
arrivals at the limiting slownesses, but these can be muted by applying a taper
to rew0 near these limits. For problems where there is a thick layer of very
low wavespeed material overlying the reflection zone, the exclusion of evanescent
waves in this overburden is satisfactory since all the arrivals of interest occur in a
limited range of slowness. Such is, for example, the case for compressional arrivals
returned from the structure beneath the sea bed in the deep ocean (Orcutt, Kennett
& Dorman, 1976).

In order to work with a fixed time interval at varying ranges it is convenient
to work in terms of reduced timet − predr (Fuchs & Müller 1971) and follow
the arrivals with distance. This may be achieved by multiplying the spectrum at
each range by exp(−iωpredr) before taking the inverse Fourier transform over
frequency. As in our discussion of complete theoretical seismograms (Section
7.3.3) it is often useful to build up the response for a wide range of slownesses
by combining the results for different slowness panels with appropriate time shifts.

The ‘reflectivity’ calculations can be recast in terms of theslownessapproach
of Section 7.3.2, in which the transform over frequency is performed first and
is then followed by a slowness integral (7.86), (7.103). The integrand in space
and time is reasonably well behaved (figures 6.4, 6.5) even though long time
series may be needed to avoid aliasing, as a result the sampling in slowness can
be reduced compared to what is required for the spectral integral (Fryer 1980).
This approach also allows the calculation of a specified time window on the final
theoretical seismograms. For moderate to large ranges the slowness integral can be
simplified and various source-time functions introduced via an ‘effective source’
operator (7.115)-(7.117).
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Figure 9.6. Illustration of use of reflectivity method in matching main features of observed
seismograms: a) observed marine seismic records; b) calculations based on travel-time
modelling alone; c) after model refinement.

The numerical reflectivity method was introduced as an aid to the interpretation
of crustal refraction profiles, where it has enabled the incorporation of amplitude
information and the travel-times of the earliest arriving phases. As an example
of this application we show in figure 9.6 observed and theoretical seismograms
for a marine seismic refraction survey on the Reykjanes Ridge, southwest of
Iceland (Bunch & Kennett, 1980). The upper record section shows the beginning
of the compressional wavetrains on the experimental records, up to the onset
of the first multiple in the relatively shallow water (1 km deep) The middle
section shows the theoretical seismograms calculated for the structure deduced
from travel-time analysis alone, which is indicated by a dotted line on the velocity
display. These seismograms do not reproduce the main features of the observations.
But, after careful refinement (basically by working with gradient zones rather than
major jumps in wavespeed), a velocity model can be found for which theoretical
seismograms give a good match to the character of the observations; these are
shown in the lower record section. The final velocity model is indicated by the
solid line.

The success of the reflectivity method in such crustal applications led to its use
for many other classes of problem, and stimulated work on calculating complete
theoretical seismograms. With the top of the reflection zone set at the Moho,
reflectivity calculations have been used to examine propagation in the lithosphere
(Hirn et al., 1973), and with a slightly deeper separation level,P wave propagation
in the upper mantle (Kennett, 1975; Burdick & Orcutt, 1979). Müller (1973) has
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Figure 9.7. The upper mantle modelT7

examined seismic wave propagation in the earth’s core with a flattened wavespeed
model and taken the top of the reflection zone a few hundred kilometres above the
core-mantle interface.

Müller & Kind (1976) moved the reflection zone right up to the surface and
restored, in part, surface reflection effects by taking a model with a very dense
fluid having the acoustic wavespeed of air overlying a stratified elastic half space.
This gives a reasonable approximation to the free-surface reflection coefficients,
but does not lead to any singularities on the real slowness axis. Müller & Kind
have used this model to generate long-period seismograms for the whole earth.

Although we have based our discussion on the ‘reflectivity’ approximation
(9.44), we may make a comparable development with almost all of the approximate
results we have generated in Sections 9.1 and 9.2. Thus, for example, if we wish
to allow for surface reflected phases near the source (pP etc.) and a comparable
reflection level near the receiver, we would use

rew0 = WF(I + R0JDRF)T
0J
URJLDTSJD (ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U). (9.60)

Similar approximations can be generated to study other problems, e.g., Faber &
Müller (1980) have constructed a form of displacement response which enables
them to examineSpconversions from upper mantle discontinuities.

Although most applications of reflectivity methods have been made using models
composed of uniform layers, the essential ingredient is an accurate representation
of the reflection matrix for the reflection zone(z > zJ). For a piecewise smooth
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Figure 9.8. Theoretical seismograms for the modelT7 using a piecewise smooth velocity
structure and a reflectivity slowness integral.

wavespeed profile we can therefore use the recursive method of Section 6.3 to
constructRJLD . An important case is provided by the wavespeed distribution in
the upper mantle, and we illustrate the modelT7 (Burdick & Helmberger, 1978) in
figure 9.7. We represent the upper mantle discontinuities in this model by closely
spaced changes in wavespeed gradient and small jumps in wavespeed. In figure
9.8 we show a record section of theoretical seismograms calculated for a surface
source with an allowance for a single surface reflection to describe crustal effects.
The approximate response function we have used is

w0 ≈ WF[I + R0LD RF](ΣΣΣ
0
U + R0LD ΣΣΣ

0
D). (9.61)

and the integration has been carried out to generate the vertical component for the
range ofP waveslowness in the upper mantle. As a result we get someS waves
appearing in the vertical component records as a result ofP to Sconversion at the
surface. At the larger ranges there is in addition a clear appearance of thePPphase.
For the frequency band we have considered (0.03–0.6 Hz) the combination of the
upper-mantle triplications with intracrustal reflections give a rather complex pattern
of behaviour.

For a smoothly varying wavespeed profile, it is preferable to work directly with
calculation schemes designed for such distributions. It is possible to use a staircase
of uniform layers to approximate smooth variation but this is effective only at
moderate frequencies (Choy et al., 1980). At high frequencies, thin layers must be
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used to avoid separation of internal multiples in time and so many layers are needed,
for example about one hundred layers down to 1000 km for 1 Hz seismograms.

9.3.2 Approximations for specific seismic phases

In the reflectivity method the emphasis is on the representation of the seismic waves
returned by an entire region, which frequently consists of a complex interference
of many different reflection processes.

For deep propagation within the earth, the time separation between seismic
pulses seen on distant seismographs is such that we can concentrate on an individual
seismic phase or a related group of phases. Such a phase is described within
the reflection treatment by a particular combination of reflection and transmission
elements (Scholte, 1956).

A convenient starting point is the expressiondew0 (9.41) for deeply propagating
waves. The shallow propagation elementsWfJ

U, CJD should be retained in full
to allow for any crustal reverberation effects, but are often approximated by
eliminating these terms to give

dew0 = WFT
0J
URJLDTSJD (ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U). (9.62)

This form allows for surface reflections near the source. We now seek to extract the
appropriate reflection effects from the reflection matrixRJLD . Below the separation
level zJ we will suppose the model consists of smoothly varying gradient zones
separated by discontinuities in the elastic parameters or their derivations. This
model which we have already considered in Section 6.3, provides a very effective
description of the wavespeed distribution in the mantle and core.

As an example we consider the wave system comprising theP wave returned
from the deep mantle, thePcP reflection from the core-mantle boundary and their
associated surface reflected phasespP, sPetc. For aP wave turning point beneath
the interface atzG we are interested in the contribution

(T̂JGU )PP(RGLD )PP(T̂
JG
D )PP. (9.63)

The transmission term(T̂JGD )PP describes direct transmission fromzJ to zG with no
allowance for internal multiples

(T̂JGD )PP =

G∏
j=J

t j
d(p,ω)t j−1,j

d (p,ω) (9.64)

wheret j
d is thegeneralizedtransmission coefficient forP waves at the jth interface

derived from (6.60). Such coefficients are frequency dependent since they allow
for the effects of gradients bordering the interface through the generalized vertical
slownessesηαu, ηαd (3.104). The termst j−1,j

d (p,ω) allow for transmission loss
and phase delay for propagation between the j-1th and jth interfaces and, far from
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turning points, can often be represented by asymptotic forms. We have a similar
expression to (9.64) for the upward transmission operator(T̂JGU ).

The portion of (RSLD )PP which corresponds toP waves turned back by the
gradients or reflected from the core-mantle boundary is given by

rGCd + tGCu rCd tGCd , (9.65)

whererCd is the generalizedPP reflection coefficient at the core mantle boundary.
The termsrGCd , tGCd represent the leading order contributions to reflection and
transmission from the gradient zone in(zG, zC). From (6.51) if theP wave turning
point lies abovezC

rGCd = Ejα(zG)e−iπ/2[Fjα(zG)]−1,

tGCd tGCu = 2Ajα(zC)Ejα(zG)[Fjα(zG)Bjα(zC)]−1,
(9.66)

which include theπ/2 phase shift associated with the caustic generated on total
reflection. The presence of Ajα(zC)[Bjα(zC)]−1 in the transmission terms means
that there is very rapid decay in the evanescent region and so at high frequencies
the first term in (9.65) dominates. Asp decreases towardsα−1

c−, whereαc− is
the P wavespeed just above the core-mantle boundary, the leakage through the
evanescent region to the boundary increases and so the second term in (9.65)
becomes much more important (Richards, 1973). Oncep is less thanα−1

c− we have
the representation

rGCd ≈ 0
tGCd tGCu = Ejα(zG)Fjα(zC)[Fjα(zG)Ejα(zC)]−1,

(9.67)

and reflection contributions from the gradient zone will only arise from the higher
order terms (6.43)-(6.44). In this case we are left with just the interface reflection
term in (9.65).

The final expression for the frequency-slowness domain response for theP and
PcPphases is

fw0 = (WF)P(T
0J
U )PP(T̂

JG
U )PP(rGCd + tGCu rCd tGCd )(T̂JGD )PP(T

SJ
D [ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U])PP,

(9.68)

where(WF)P = [(WF)UP, (WF)VP]
T . Viewed as a function of complexp, at fixed

ω the generalized reflection and transmission coefficients at the jth interface have
strings of poles associated with zeroes of the generalized Stoneley denominator.
These pole strings depart from the realp-axis close to the slownessesα−1

j− ,α−1
j+ and

β−1
j− ,β−1

j+ (see figure 9.9), and lie close to the Stokes’ lines for the Airy functions in

ηαu,d andηβu,d. The strings will lead off into the upper halfp plane fromα−1
j− and

β−1
j− since these lie close to the singularities of the upward generalized slownesses.

Fromα−1
j+ andβ−1

j+ the poles depart into the lower halfp plane.
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Figure 9.9. The saddle points for theP andPcP system as a function of slowness and a
suitable numerical contourΓ .

In the spectral method, with an outgoing wave representation we have to evaluate
integrals of the form (9.58) in terms offw0 i.e.

ū(r, 0,ω) = 1
2ω|ω|M(ω)

∫
Γ

dpp[fw0]
TTTT(1)
M (ωpr), (9.69)

where the contour of integrationΓ can be chosen to exploit the character offw0

(Richards, 1973).
If we take the asymptotic form (7.79) for the Hankel functions inTTT(1)

m (ωpr) and
the asymptotic forms for the Airy function terms in (9.66)–(9.67), then we find
that the integrand has two main saddle points. The first forp < α1c− arises from
the termtGCu rCd tGCd in (9.65) and thus corresponds toPcP reflections. The second
saddle at fixed ranger occurs forp > α−1

c− and corresponds to theP wave (figure
9.9). Slightly shifted saddles are associated with the surface reflected phasespPcP,
sPcPandpP, sP.

If we take a contour of integration which crosses both main saddles and make a
steepest descent approximation at each one, we recover the geometric ray theory
results for two isolated raysPcPandP .

At finite frequencies we can exploit the rapid decay of the integrand away from
the saddle points by choosing a numerical integration contourΓ that follows the
general character of the steepest descent path whilst avoiding the singularities of the
integrand (Richards, 1973,1976). This approach which has been termed ‘full-wave’
theory has the disadvantage that calculations are required for complexp, although
numerical convergence is improved, and considerable care may be needed to
find the singularities of the integrand. Since the full frequency dependence of
fw0 is retained in (9.69), attenuation may be included via complex wavespeed
profiles. A comparable approach was used by Chapman & Phinney (1972) with
a numerical solution of the differential equations (2.24) to findw0, but involved
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considerable computational expense. The use of the Langer approximations for the
reflection elements as described here substantially reduces the effort needed. The
approximations needed to use the Langer approach for a radially heterogeneous
model are equivalent to an earth flattening transformation of the type described in
Section 1.5.

An alternative to the complex contour of the full-wave approach is to adopt
an approach similar to the reflectivity method (9.62) by integrating along a finite
portion of the realp axis with the response specified byfw0. This approach
has been used by Ward (1978) but has the disadvantage that numerical truncation
phases with the slownessesp1, andp2 can arise from the ends of the integration
interval.

In the problem we have discussed so far the propagation pattern was fairly simple
but this approach may be extended to deal with groups of phases for which the
time separation is insufficient to allow separate analysis (Choy, 1977; Cormier &
Richards, 1977).

When a wave-propagates into a lower velocity medium beneath an interface, e.g.
an upper mantle velocity inversion orP waves entering the core, we can expand the
reflection matrix as seen atzC (cf. 9.28)

RD(zC−) = RCD + TCURCLD TCD + TCURCLD RCURCLD TCD + ... . (9.70)

whereRCLD is the reflection matrix for the region belowzC andRCU etc. are the
interface matrices. Each term in (9.70) may now be treated separately and, for
example, onlyP waves retained. Such an expansion justifies Richard’s (1973)
treatment of theP4KP phase. Richards showed that forP turning points above
the core-mantle boundary (p > α−1

c−) tunnelling in evanescence represented above
throughtGCu tGCd (9.66) is sufficient to excite multiple reflections within the core.

When, however, there is an increase in velocity across an interface with a
gradient zone below we have an interference head wave situation. In addition to
the sub-Moho case discussed in Section 9.2.1, a similar situation arises in the inner
core forPKIKP and in the multipleSmKSsystem generated by conversion at the
core-mantle interface. In this case we wish to retain the full reverberation operator
describing the interference, but since the first reflection tends to separate from the
rest in time we make a partial expansion

RD(zC−) = RCD + TCURCLD TCD + TCURCLD RCURCLD [I − RCURCLD ]−1TCD. (9.71)

The main interference head wave is then described by the final composite term.
With an integrandfw0 containing such a term the integration path would approach
the real axis near the saddle associated withTCURCLD TCD, follow the real axis past the
limit point for the multiple reflections (the slowness in the upper medium) and then
proceed into the complex plane (Choy, 1977). A similar approach is appropriate
for triplications where once again multiple saddles occur in a small region of the
slowness axis.

Although we have based our discussion on a representation based on a shallow
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source the extension of the treatment to deep sources presents no difficulty. We
would then start with (9.48) and extract the required reflection terms fromRSLD .

If sufficient contributions are used, with a separate integration step (9.69) in each
case, this phase by phase method may be used to study quite complex systems.
Cormier & Choy (1981) have used full-wave calculations to generate theoretical
seismograms for upper mantle models by constructingP wave reflections from the
gradient zones and interfaces and then superposing the results. If low velocity
zone effects or crustal reverberations are included it is probably simpler to use
a piecewise smooth model with a reflectivity type approach in which internal
multiples are automatically included, as in figure 9.8.

9.3.3 Teleseismic P and S phases

The principal information used in many studies of seismic sources is the polarity
and shape of the onset of theP and S wavetrains. For long-period records the
interference of the direct wave (P) and the surface reflected phases (pP, sP) give
a pattern which depends on source depth (figure 9.11) and so by comparison with
observations we may hope to constrain the depth of the source. At high frequencies,
if records from a number of stations are available, the relative amplitudes of
P, pP and sP can help to constrain the focal mechanism of the source (Pearce,
1980). However, at these frequencies crustal effects complicate the records and
full calculations for crustal reverberations at source and receiver are desirable.
Such calculations have been used in studies of methods to discriminate between
underground nuclear events and shallow earthquakes (see, e.g., Douglas, Hudson
& Blamey, 1973). With broad-band records it is worthwhile to use realistic source
models, e.g. a propagating fault, and these may be included in our treatment by
modifying the slowness and frequency dependence of our source termsΣΣΣSD, ΣΣΣSU.

For crustal sources we take a separation level just below the Moho (zM) and then
the approximation (9.41) has the explicit form

dew0 = WF[I − R0MD RF]
−1T0MU RMLD TSMD [I − RfSURSMD ]−1(ΣΣΣSD + RfSU ΣΣΣ

S
U).

(9.72)

To recover the seismograms at a given ranger we have now to evaluate an integral
over slowness as in (9.69) withdew0 as the response term.

For receiver ranges between 3500 km and 9500 km it is common to represent the
PP or SS element ofRMLD via approximations of the form (6.52) e.g.

(RMLD )PP ∼ exp{iωτm(p) − iπ/2}Q(ω), (9.73)

whereτm(p) is the phase delay for the mantle (6.52). The effect of attenuation
in the mantleQ(ω) is normally included via an empirical operator based on the
assumption that for a particular wave type the product of travel-time and overall
loss factor is a constantt∗. ForP wavest∗α = TαQ

−1
α is frequently taken to be 1.0
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Figure 9.10. The multiple saddles associated with teleseismic propagation and a suitable
integration pathΓ .

s but for low loss paths can be about 0.3 s. ForS wavest∗β is rather higher e.g.
Langston & Helmberger (1975) have assumedt∗β = 3.0 s. In terms of frequency

Q(ω) ≈ exp{−iωt∗π−1 ln(ω/2π)} exp{−1
2 |ω|t∗}, (9.74)

where the effects of velocity dispersion are included, cf. (1.25).
With the approximation (9.73) the slowness integral in (9.69) has normally been

evaluated at high frequencies via a steepest descent approximation at the saddle
pointpr for the direct wave given by

r+ ∂p{τm(pr) + τc(pr)} = 0, (9.75)

whereτc(p) is the phase delay in the crust corresponding to the transmission terms
TOMU TSMD . The expression in braces is the geometrical ray theory expression for
the range−X(pr) for slownesspr. The resulting expression for the spectrum of the
seismogram is

ū(r, 0,ω) =
−iωM(ω)

[prr |∂pX(pr)|]1/2
eiωT(pr)Q(ω)CRS(p,ω), (9.76)

whereT(pr) is the travel-time for the direct wave, andCRS includes amplitude
and phase terms associated with the crustal terms at source and receiver. The term
−iωM(ω) is the far-field radiation from the source as seen through the appropriate
instrument. This approximation has been justified by treating the radiation leaving
the source crust as seen at large ranges as a plane wave, using ray theory in
the mantle and a plane wave amplification factorWfM

U at the receiver (see, e.g.,
Hudson 1969b). No allowance is made, however, for the slightly different paths for
the surface reflected phases or the wavefront divergence associated with multiple
crustal reflections.

If we make an expansion of the reverberation operators in (9.72) we get a
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Figure 9.11. The effect of source depth on teleseismicP waveform.

sequence of terms corresponding to the surface reflections and crustal multiples
each of which is associated with a subsidiary saddle point. The situation is
represented schematically forP waves in figure 9.10. The range of slownesses
occupied by the saddles is not large and the most accurate representation of the
teleseismic wavefield will be obtained by a ‘full-wave’ treatment with a contour
of integrationΓ as indicated in figure 9.10. This corresponds to treating a bundle
of slownesses clustered aroundpr rather than the single slowness in (9.76). The
result is that we get a better representation of amplitude effects due to conversion,
and also of the decay of the crustal reverberations. For teleseismicSV waves
conversion toP at the Moho is important and using a range of slownesses we
can also model shear coupledPL waves. For shorter distances than 3500 km
we need to make a more accurate representation of the reflection terms inRJLD to
account for the detailed structure in the upper mantle. The presence of triplications
in the travel time curves means that a band of slownesses is needed to represent
the response. The ‘full-wave’ approach or a reflectivity treatment are required for
accurate seismograms.

For comparison with long-period records the main interest is in the interference
of the direct wave and the surface reflected phases. Langston & Helmberger (1975)
have introduced a simple approximation based on a composite source term to model
these effects. ForPwaves, for example, they construct the downward radiation term

ΣΣΣCD = (ΣΣΣSD)P + (RF)PPeiω∆τ1(ΣΣΣSU)P + (qα0/qβ0)(RF)PSe
iω∆τ2(ΣΣΣSU)S, (9.77)

where∆τ1 is the phase lag ofpP relative to the direct wave and∆τ2 is the phase
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lag of sP. The ratio(qα0/qβ0) allows for the change in wavefront divergence on
conversion at the surface. With this composite source a single slowness is used
to calculate receiver effects and mantle propagation is included only through the
attenuation operator. Thus the receiver displacement is approximated by

ū(r, 0,ω) = −(WF)P ΣΣΣ
C
D(pr,ω)Q(ω)iωM(ω), (9.78)

wherepr is the geometric slowness given by (9.75). Langston & Helmberger
suggest the use of a far-field source time function consisting of a trapezoid of unit
height described by three time parameters, which allows relative time scaling of
rise time, fault duration and stopping time. When convolved with a long-period
response, this may be used for∂tM(t).

An illustration of the effect of depth of source with this procedure is shown in
figure 9.11, showing the significant variation inP waveform.

All the expressions for the displacements which we have generated in this
chapter are linear in the force or moment tensor components describing the point
source which we have introduced to represent the physical source of seismic
radiation. When we have a good model of the wavespeed distribution with depth
we can calculate the contribution to a seismic phase for a number of ranges from
each moment tensor component. With observed seismograms at the same ranges
we can set up a linear inverse problem for the relative weighting of the moment
tensor components (see e.g. Ward 1980), since we have only a few parameters
describing the source. If the matching of theoretical and observed seismograms is
performed in the frequency domain the estimates ofMij(ω) give an indication of
the time evolution of the source.

As we have noted in chapter 4, such a procedure will give us the moment tensor
elements appropriate to our reference model, rather than the real Earth, so that there
can be systematic bias. For large events the higher order moments of the source
can be significant, but their effect can be reduced by working with a point source
at the centroid of the disturbance and then allowing the position of the centroid as
a function of frequency to be a free parameter in the inversion (Woodhouse 1981 -
private communication).
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